Fig. 2. Global sensitivity of normalized EFL as a function of parameter variation.

Results:
• Most influence from MSL and T P • Linear relation with H S • Weak influence of soil in chosen example but higher uncertainty in soil data • Normal distributed input parameter lead to positively skewed distribution of fatigue loads with stronger tail for higher loads • Scatter plots show same trend for probabilistic assessment as in global sensitivity Frequency-domain methods (FDM) have been applied to wind turbines by several researchers [3, 4, 5] .
Approach:
1. Obtain wave loads with linearized Morison equation using wave kinematic spectral densities from JONSWAP wave spectra 2. Derive structural transfer functions from FE model using modal synthesis to determine internal response spectra. Aerodynamic damping as function of wind speed and misalignment 3. Apply Dirlik's method to obtain equivalent load ranges and number of cycles from response spectra Quantitative: The efficiency and accuracy of the developed tool make it ideal for application where fast simulations are needed while load estimates are sufficient, e.g.:
Design position optimization Interpolation of wave fatigue loads Preliminary design Sensitivity study shows strong influence of MSL and T P on EFLs and a skewed fatigue load distribution. Further investigation is needed on:
Reliability-based design compared to common deterministic approach Impact of uncertainty in wave scatter diagrams and effects of lumping 
